
Notes on Contributors
Kathleen Boardman is an assistant professor at the University of Nevada, Reno,
where she teaches courses in composition theory and practice, rhetoric, American
autobiography, and literature by women. She has written articles on writing and
teaching, including "Voice and Vision: The Woman Warrior in the Writing Class" (in
MLA's Approaches to Teaching Kingston's The Woman Warrior), "Lowry Charles
Wimberly and the Retreat of Regionalism" (in Great Plains Quarterly), "Being Personal
without Getting Personal in a Feminist Classroom" (for ATAC Forum), and"Autobi
ography as Collaboration: The Book ofJessica" (Textual Studies in Canada).

Jeanne Gunner is Assistant Director of UCLA Writing Programs, where she teaches
basic writing and advanced composition courses. Her most recent articles have
appeared in the Journal of Basic Writing and Fontaine and Hunter's Writing Our
selves into the Story: Unheard Voices from Composition Studies (Southern Illinois).
Her current work examines the WPA position and the literature-composition tension
from a postcolonial perspective.

Richard H. Haswell, Lisa Johnson-Shull and Susan Wyche-Smith teach English at
Washington State University. Haswell, professor of English, is the author of Gaining
Ground in College Writing: Tales of Development and Interpretation (1992). Wyche-Smith
directs the composition program for the Department of English, and Lisa Johnson
Shull is Assistant Director of the Writing Center.

Sherry Burgus Little is Professor of Rhetoric and Writing Studies at San Diego State
University, where she directs the Technical and Scientific Writing Program. She has
published in Journal of Business and Technical Communication, WPA, Journal ofTeclmical
Writing and Communication, Computers and Composition, IEEE, and Technical Writing
Teacher. She has edited and co-authored technical texts for various publishers and has
contributed chapters to several books. She is currently at work on a text on the
rhetoric of ethics in technical communication. Shirley K. Rose is Associate Professor
of English and Associate Director of Composition at Purdue University. At San Diego
State University, her various WPA roles have included Director of Composition,
Director of Composition Faculty Development, and Rhetoric and Writing Studies
Graduate Advisor. She is one of the co-authors and signed proponents of the SDSU
"Proposal for Establishing a Department of Rhetoric and Writing Studies." She is
currently writing about the domestication of composition studies in English depart
ments.

Alice Robertson is Director of Writing Programs and Assistant Professor of Rhetoric
and Composition at the State University of New York-Stony Brook. She received her
PhD. in Twentieth Century American Studies from Arizona State University, where
she also completed postdoctoral work in Rhetoric and Composition. Her ongoing
research includes placement procedures, teacher training processes, and investiga
tions of the soci-historic implications of Faulkner's short stories.

Tony Silva is an assistant professor of ESL at Purdue University where he teaches
courses for ESL students and ESL teachers and coordinates the ESL Writing Program.
He also co-edits, with Ilona Leki, the Journal of Second Language Writing, published by
Ablex.
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'.J{ew: essay {eveC

DEVELOPING WRITEnS

A Dialogic Approach,
Second Edition
Pamela Gay, Binghamton University,

State University of New York

'.J{ew: paragrapfi/essay {eveC

WRITING WITH WHITEnS
Thomas E. Tyner, Kings Uiver College
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WnITING PARAGRAPHS

AND ESSAYS

Integrating Reading, Writing,
and Grammar Skills,
Second Edition
Joy Wingersky, Glendale
Community College
J an Boerner, Glendale
Community College
Diana Holguin-Balogh, Front Range
Community College
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ClUnCAL THINKING AND WRITING

A Developing Writer's Guide
with Readings
Kristan Cavina, Mount
San Antonio College
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THE RESEARCH PAPER

Process, Form, and Content,
Seventh Edition
Audrey J. Roth, Miami-Dade
Community College
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TEXTS AND CONTEXTS

A Contemporary Approach
to College Writing,
Second Edition
William S. Robinson, San Francisco
State University
Stephanie Tucker, California State
University, Sacramento

Waclsworth Publishing Company
An futernational Thomson Publishing Company
10 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002-3098



Diana I IacIter

1995/paper with comb
binding/$16 net

Exercises (available in
compact or large format)

1995/paper/$3 net

Developmental Exercises
1995/paper/$3 net

1993/spiral-bound
140 pages/$7.50 net

A WRITER'S REFERENCE
Third Edition

Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College

II new edition of the most widely used - and imitated - handbook of
its kind II 12 tabbed section dividers (2 new) let the book flip open
II comb binding lets the book lie flat II award-winning page design
highlights important information II hand-edited sentences emphasize
revision II new unit on using the library with up-to-date information on
computer catalogs and databases II MLA and APA documentation styles
now covered in separate tabbed sections, each with a directory to the
documentation models and an sample paper II new boxed ESL notes
throughout the book II new unit on prepositions in a separate ESL
section II new section on Document Design II Exercises to Accompany
A WRITER'S REFERENCE now available in compact and large formats
.. new booklet of lower-level exercises for basic writers

"I selected this book on the recommendation of colleagues and students.
What better recommendation than a student's actually judging a book
'useful'?"

- Gabrielle Meyer-Hunke, Mesa State College

"A Writer's Reference is the handbook by which all others are measured."
- John F. Cox, University ~fArizona

"Clear explanations, easy-to-read layout, tabs and comb binding all make
this the best and most 'user-friendly' handbook I've seen."

- Carolyn Shultz, Walla Walla College

A POCKET STYLE MANUAL
Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College

II new spiral binding II brief, pocket-sized handbook without exercises
II ample coverage of topics students most frequently consult a handbook
for II less than half the price of larger handbooks .. incorporates proven
reference features from Diana Hacker's other handbooks: clear writing
style, hand-edited examples, and award-winning design II section on
common ESL problems .. fuller coverage of using sources and MLA
and APA documentation than other very brief handbooks II based on
The Bedford Handbook for Writers, Third Edition, and A Writer's Reference,
Second Edition

"Amazing how much information has been packed into this little book.
The handiest reference I've seen."

- Denys J. Gary, Lock Haven University ofPennsylvania



1994/800 pages
$16.50 net paper

$18 net cloth

Fall 1994/paper
272 pages/$8 net

1994/paper
77 pages/$4 net

THE BEDFORD HANDBOOK
FOR WRITERS
Fourth Edition

Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College

III builds on the strengths of best-selling previous editions III available in
hardcover and paperback editions III award-winning design helps
students find information quickly and easily l1li highly praised hand
edited examples show students how to revise 1111 thoroughly revised to
work better as a reference, as a classroom text, as a research guide, as

an aid for culturally diverse students, as a resource beyond the composition
classroom, and as the core of an extensive and innovative ancillary package

THE BEDFORD GUIDE TO TEACHING
WRITING IN THE DISCIPLINES ~
An Instructor's Desk Reference ~

Rebecca Moore Howard, Colgate University
Sandra Jamieson, Drew University

III new reference guide to teaching writing designed for a wide range
of instructors - from teaching assistants to professors - in all academic
departments l1li thorough advice on all aspects of teaching writing 1111 abun
dant examples of course materials from a variety of disciplines l1li specialized
guidance for instructors working with ESL students and speakers of
nonstandard English III extensive end-of-chapter bibliographies

"Many people who run writing-across-the-curriculum programs, including
teacher training and faculty workshops, will find this book a valuable resource."

- Keith Hjortshoj, Writing in the Majors Department, Cornell University

THE BEDFORD GUIDE
FOR WRITING TUTORS
Leigh Ryan, University ofMaryland

III suggestions and strategies to help students and professionals tutor in the
writing center III clear discussion of tutoring roles and ethics III practical
advice on helping students at all stages of the writing process, dealing with
students ofvaried backgrounds and learning styles, working with different
types of assignments, coping with difficult tutoring situatuions, and more
l1li exercises throughout III bibliography of helpful resources l1li can be used
independently or as part of tutor training programs



Call for Submissions

for a new series

CrossCurrents:

New Perspectives in Rhetoric and Composition

Edited by Charles I. Schuster

Published by Heinemann-Boynton/Cook

This new series by Heinemann-Boynton/Cook will publish thoughtful,
interventionist, and well-reasoned books focusing on significant issues within
Composition Studies: e.g., race, gender, political correctness, multiculturalism,
language policy, queer theory. Although all scholars in the discipline are invited to
submit work, advanced graduate students and beginning assistant professors are specifi
cally encouraged to contribute. This series includes both single-authored volumes
and essay collections. Authors interested in contributing to an upcoming collection
Race, Rhetoric, and the Writing Classroom, and all others wanting to contribute titles
to this series should submit 500-1000 word prospectuses that

• Address issues and problems that confront contemporary rhetoric and
composition faculty

• Conceive of a wide readership within our discipline

• Introduce provocative, thoughtful, interventionist arguments

Deadline for First-Round of Submissions: July 1,1995.

Address inquiries to:

Professor Charles 1. Schuster, Series Editor

Department of English

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Milwaukee, WI 53201

Phone: 414-229-5293 Email cis@csd.uwm.edu
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THE PRACTICE OF W
Fourth Edition
ROBERT SCHOLES, Brown University
NANCY R. COMLEY and JANICE P
City University of New York
Provides instruction, readings, and abundant pra
forms of writing with which composition courses
l1li Emphasizes practice, with a wealth of exercises
all preceded by model examples 1III Presents a wide
including essays, short stories, photographs, and p
1994 1384 pp. 1Paper 1ISBN 0-312-10312-3
Instructor's Edition and Manual available

~ St. Martin's Press. College Division=== 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010
1-800-446-8923

Fax:(212)780-0115

RHETORICS

NEW EDITION

WORK IN PROGRESS
A Guide to Writing and Revising
Third Edition
LISA EDE, Oregon State University
A brief process rhetoric for composition courses that is accessible,
commonsensical, and practice-oriented, yet informed by current
theory and research l1li Introduces the student to the benefits of a
rhetorical approach to writing, stressing the importance of audience
and context in any writing project, and emphasizes the benefits of

collaborative work l1li This new edition contains greatly expanded treatment of collabor
ative writing; more material on research strategies; many new statements directly from
students about their own writing experiences; and a mini-anthology of new readings on
which to base writing assignments
January 1995/336 pp. (est.) 1Paper 1ISBN 0-312-10107-4
Instructor's Edition and Manual available

THE ST. MARTIN'S GUIDE
TO WRITING
Fourth Edition, with Handbook
RISE B. AXELROD, California State University at San
Bernardino
CHARLES R. COOPER, University of California at San
Provides students with a variety of tools that make the wr'
process more accessible l1li Helps students look critically at
they read and write l1li Includes 34 essays (12 new; 11 by

and 4 short stories, along with 2 chapters on critical thinking and 3 chapters
1994/816 pp.1 Cloth 1ISBN 0-312-07541-3
Instructor's Resource Manual available
Also available in shorter paperbound edition (without Handbook)
1994/704 pp.1 Paper 1ISBN 0-312-10372-7
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Membership in the
Council ofWriting Program
J\clrnirristrators

Membership in the Council of Writing Program
Administrators includes a subscription to WPA: Writing
Program Administration. The membership fee is $15 a year in
the United States and $16.50 a year in other countries. * Insti
tutional membership fee is $25.

To apply for membership, please fill out this form, and
return it with a check or money order payable to the Council
of Writing Program Administrators. Send the form and fee to
Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer, WPA, Department of
English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.

Date .

Name _

Institution

Address . _

Amount enclosed $15 $16.50 $25

*Membership in the council of Writing Program Administra
tors is organized by the academic year. Dues received before
January 1 are credited to the previous academic year and
entitle you to that year's fall/winter and spring issues of WPA:
Writing Program Administration. Dues received after January
1 are credited to the following academic year, and your
subscription to WPA begins the subsequent fall.

Change or revision of name and address. If the name or
address printed on your WPA mailing label is incorrect or has
changed, please send a copy of the current printed label along
with the form above, indicating the complete, corrected
information, to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer, WPA,
Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
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